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Important Considerations 
• Get your best passers passing 

• Get your best passer passing the most balls (usually middle of the court)

• Where does your setter release from

• Get your best attackers the ball

• Get your best attackers their best set

• Be able to make adjustments for passing purposes

• Be able to make adjustments for attacking purposes

• Who will pass short

• Who will pass deep

• Know your strong and weak sideout rotations

• Matchups can matter!  



Drills
3 out of 5:  Receiving side receives 5 serves, count # out of 5 they win.  Goal can be to win 3/5 serves or 
60%.  If receiving side wins 3/5 or better then they get a point for that rotation.  If receiving side wins 2/5 
or less then the serving side gets a point.  Keep track of your weaker rotations and put some extra reps 
onto these rotations.  

Set the Standard:  Side A receives 10 serves (or 5 serves, or whatever you have time for).  Keep track of 
how many rallies they win out of 10.  # of rallies won in that rotation is now the “standard”.  Side A now 
serves and Side B tries to beat the standard set by Side A.  If both teams win the same # of rallies, then it’s 
a tie and move on to the next rotation.  

Cumulative Points:  Play a regular game (rotate just like a normal game), but scoring one point is worth 1, 
scoring 2 points in a row is worth 2 points, scoring 3 points in a row is worth 3 points, etc.  This puts in an 
emphasis on getting out of a rotation and not allowing an opponent to run points.  

W-I-N:  Starts with freeball or downballs, play until one side wins 2 rallies in a row.  The side that wins 2 
rallies in a row then drops back into serve receive and must win this 3rd rally for a big point and to rotate.  
If they fail to win the rally, then the serving side has their “W” (or 1st rally) and they get the next freeball.  
This drill puts a lot of pressure on the team to sideout.  

First Ball Kill:  Side A receives serve and play it out.  Side A gets a point for 1st ball kill.  Side B gets a 
point any time they win the rally.  No point is scored if Side A wins the rally after the 1st ball.  Side A 
receives all serves, 1st team to 5 points wins that rotation.  Or rotate every successful 1st ball kill and play 
to 20 or more points.  


